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Who Is Robin Robins And Why Is Everyone
In The IT Industry Talking About Her?
And Why Should You Pay Attention To What She Has To Say?
If you’re an IT services company CEO, you’ve heard of Robin Robins (unless you’re really out of touch
and living under a rock). Since 2002 she has coached, consulted and worked with 10,000+ IT services
companies to create sales and marketing systems that deliver more and better quality clients, increase
sales, profitability and more lucrative, stable businesses.
She’s been a featured keynote speaker at multiple industry events, such as CompTIA’s Breakaway, the
ASCII events, CT Summit, Kaseya, Continuum, Datto, ConnectWise and dozens of others. Based on
PAID attendees, her annual IT Sales and Marketing conference is the second largest event in the IT
services channel. Technology Marketing Toolkit’s events and programs are routinely sponsored and
endorsed by the IT industry’s most trusted and respected vendors, including Microsoft, Intel, Axcient,
Datto, Continuum, SolarWinds, IT Glue, Sophos, Webroot and dozens of others.
Robin is the author of the Technology Marketing Toolkit and Million‐Dollar Managed Services
Marketing Blueprint. Thousands of IT businesses from all over the US and in 42 different countries have
learned, used and implemented the marketing systems she has created to generate hundreds of millions of
dollars in NEW sales, NEW opportunities and NEW revenue streams for their business. This includes
brand‐new start‐ups as well as multimillion‐dollar IT services firms.
She currently runs the largest, highest‐paid Mastermind group for MSPs and IT services business
owners in the world (no exaggeration), called the Producers Club (www.TMTProducersClub.com). She
also has more documented client success stories than any other marketing firm, consultant or “guru” in
the world, period. (If getting actual results matter, she’s your gal. In fact, she’s your ONLY gal.) You can
go online and see the LONG list of real comments, from real clients.

You can also look at our Google reviews,
where we have a SOLID 5‐star rating,
and read comments from DOZENS of
IT services firms we’ve helped.
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Out-Of-Control Inflation, The Labor Shortage, Increased
Competition From Aggressive, Well-Funded “Super MSPs”
And A Slowing Economy Are Only The Beginning Of The
Things All MSPs Must Now Navigate And Respond To In
Order To Survive…
However, It’s Not All Bad News IF You Are Prepared And
Willing To Make A Few Simple Changes To The Way You Do
Business – The Services You Provide, The Clients You Target
And The Way You Present And Position Yourself In The
Marketplace (A Function Of Marketing) To Exponentially
Grow Revenues And Profits With Fewer Clients.

Are You Ready
For What’s Coming?
Are You Even Aware Of
What’s Already Going On?
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In This Report...
I’m going to reveal and talk about how to deal with several trends that have been rapidly gaining
ground in the IT services industry that you MUST be prepared for and respond to, along with some
BRAND-NEW strategies about commanding HIGHER FEES and attracting more HIGH-PROFIT
clients for your IT services business so you are able to sustain yourself over the next couple of years.
You should NOT dismiss, shrug off or delay what I’m sharing with you – NOW is the time to start
preparing and putting the right people and plans in motion so you are not suddenly caught off guard,
overwhelmed and unprepared for the changes that are already underway.
The information I’ll share with you will be of particular interest if you are one of the few MSPs with
true entrepreneurial ambition and an honest desire to achieve greater WEALTH, not just get more clients
and more sales (although you will certainly generate more sales and attract more high-quality clients as a
result of the advice I’m providing within).

I’m going to reveal what I believe will be the 5 biggest, most
significant trends that will impact MSPs and your ability to AVOID losing
your clients to a more aggressive and business-savvy competitor, as well
as effectively win NEW clients away from other incumbent MSPs while
increasing (or at least preserving) profit margins.
Essentially, how to be part of the steamroller vs. part of the pavement. This is also the foundation for
the content being delivered on the upcoming 6-city Roadshow tour starting in August and ending in early
November that we are urging our private clients to attend so they can be brilliantly ahead of their competitors and ready to compete with the larger MSPs already positioned to accelerate.
Some of what I’m going to share with you will be a repeat of important topics I’ve already touched on
and woven throughout the various sessions and content I’ve delivered this year but haven’t “gone deep”
with yet – but I can assure you that these topics are not ones you want to brush over lightly. They cannot
be resolved with a “quick” answer or “simple” solution. Being made aware of them is only the first step,
just like knowing a devastating hurricane is headed your way. That knowledge is good, but only if you
board up the windows, sandbag your home, gather everything valuable and get OUT in time will that
knowledge be of any use to you.
I’d even venture a $100 bet you agree that ONE of the things I’ve outlined in this report is preventing
you – and will continue to prevent you – from growing PROFITABLY and SANELY if not handled
immediately. It is plaguing all MSPs, in every stage of business, in every city, with every client type
around the world. Some are handling it brilliantly. Most are NOT. I’ll let you decide where you fall on the
spectrum.
Now, let’s begin…
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The Pre-Covid Economy Is Gone Forever
(And It’s Not All Bad News)

It truly pains me to write that. Covid has been a constant, chronic sharp stick in my eye that has made
running my business – an event-driven business – infinitely more difficult and riskier, causing me to have
to completely revamp the way we run our events, services, marketing, IT and contracts, and overall how
we conduct business, just to maintain our 2019 trajectory. Of course, I’m far from alone.
Nearly every industry has been negatively impacted. Many crushed. You don’t need me to detail the
devastating and long-reaching effects the shutdowns have had. But not every person and industry has been
negatively impacted. Many, including the IT services industry, have actually benefited from and even
thrived on the events triggered by Covid.
Consider the following points that are all signs that running an MSP is a FANTASTIC business to be
in right now, but also not without a corresponding problem you must be aware of (at least) or directly
address now or in the very near future…
Roughly 800 to 900 MSPs were acquired last year (2021), and at the time of writing this, we’re
already at over 665 mergers/acquisitions for THIS year. You should note that these MSPs did
NOT go out of business but merged into a stronger, more well-funded MSP that will strengthen
their service delivery, sales and marketing budgets and overall efficiencies, making them a more
dangerous competitor to contend with.
We estimate about 1,200 brand-new MSPs started last year, and more are forming. Research
conducted by Datto estimated that we’ll see a 19% increase in new MSPs by 2026. IT is a HOT
sector and a great business to be in. Therefore it’s no surprise to me that so many want “in” on the
money to be made. This is good news for me and the vendors in this space, but NOT so good for
you. Most new MSPs make the dumb mistake of trying to win clients on price – meaning they
charge a little less than you do. While it’s a moron’s strategy, it STILL becomes a problem for you,
because right or wrong, cheaper competitors will take a certain percentage of clients away from
you. They will also make justifying your fees more difficult for everyone. Nobody needs more
competition or death by a thousand paper cuts.
The demand for co-managed IT is expected to grow exponentially, nearly doubling in the next 3
years, and tripling in the next 8 years. The “M” in “SMB,” or the medium businesses with one to
20 internal IT employees, are starting to realize that outsourcing is a far better way to get the IT
support they need than trying to keep it all in-house. A lot of this is being driven by the labor
shortage. Nearly all our top clients who never sold co-managed are now routinely getting asked by
midsize clients to assist and supplement their internal IT departments – opportunities that would
NEVER have been available 5 to 10 years ago. These types of clients have bigger IT budgets and
aren’t afraid to spend them. The contracts tend to be $15,000 to $30,000 per month, with a
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preference for longer-term contracts. The downside is that the MSPs that tend to win these
contracts are larger in size ($5 million and above, at least).
Insurance companies are now DRIVING DEMAND for more robust cyber protections in ALL
industries, not just the heavily regulated ones (HIPAA, CMMC, etc.). Nearly every one of our
clients has had their MSP clients come to them to assist in filling out an insurance policy for cyber
liability, crime or other risk-mitigation insurance. This is GOOD NEWS, but ONLY IF you are
prepared and ready to respond positively to your client and assure them you are, in fact, fully and
completely implementing security protocols like 2FA, employee awareness training, a password
management system, advanced end point protection (NOT just antivirus), etc. Not just deploying it
on a few machines, but on ALL. From our experience, most small MSPs are simply NOT doing
this and NOT able to deliver the advanced protections being mandated by insurance carriers to
their clients, much less the compliant IT services that regulated industries need.
Compliance-as-a-service delivered by MSPs is very likely one of the hottest, blue ocean
opportunities you have. As my mentor Dan Kennedy has often said, getting what you want from
someone is always easier at gunpoint – and the auditors, insurance companies, board members and
ambulance-chasing attorneys with a growing list of greedy whistleblowers are holding the
proverbial “gun” to the heads of many of your clients, MANDATING they get compliant and
implement more robust IT security protocols…“or else.”
Further, MSPs who are selling true compliance-as-a-service are generating 70% to 80% GROSS
MARGIN on the compliance auditing and documentation, as well as fueling IT projects and
NEW recurring revenue they could not get clients to purchase before. The downside is that very,
very few MSPs know what they are doing in this area. They might say they are delivering
compliance-as-a-service, but upon checking, we have quickly discovered there’s zero substance to
their services, and their clients would NOT pass an audit with flying colors. For my MSPs who are
embracing this, it’s becoming an extreme competitive advantage – a USP, or unique selling
proposition – that is allowing them to take clients away from other MSPs who simply cannot
respond to their clients’ requirements to have these services delivered.
Our top clients saw a 20% INCREASE in topline revenue, with a slight DECREASE in new
client acquisition. Every industry report validates this same prediction – SMBs are spending
MORE on IT this year than ever before, and the industry as a whole is growing at 12%+ year over
year. Much of this is related to the demand for secure remote workers, tech upgrades and, of
course, cyber security and compliance requirements. If you have not experienced a lifting of
demand and had an increase in sales and profits over the last 6 to 12 months, you might need to
take a hard look at what you’re doing – or, more specifically, NOT doing – to miss out on the
opportunities available to you. At the very least, you should have grown 12% YOY, and if not, or if
you are at 12%, you are standing still or moving backwards, because the industry as a whole is
growing at 12%. Therefore, you need to be growing at least 13% or MORE to actually be ahead.
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Of Course, It’s Not ALL Sunshine And Roses…
With increased opportunities come increased competition. Further, the factors that are driving these
opportunities are also forcing a model change on MSPs that many (you?) might not be ready for or have
been hesitant to make (like instituting a much-needed price increase to preserve the SAME amount of
money for yourself). I’ve also outlined at the end of this report my thoughts on what might be a hard
recession coming.
Here’s the inconvenient truth: in the very near term, you will be required to make
changes to your service offering, business model, pricing and, of course, your
marketing and sales processes. In this report, I’ve outlined 5 key ones.
You can resent all of this if you like. Blame the politicians. Putin. The Fed. Money-grubbing corporate
types. Hate it all you like, but there it is – and resenting it won’t change a thing. Question is, what
ACTIONS are you taking to limit the losses coming? To capitalize on the opportunities while they’re still
available?
Doing nothing today only kicks the proverbial can down the road for a future problem you will
eventually need to address – and these problems and threats grow bigger by the day. I would suggest it’s far
better to be AHEAD of it, dealing with the small leaks when they’re relatively easy to repair rather than
waiting to try to react to a ship with a gaping hole that is sinking and you’re up to your knees in water,
bailing like a madman.
If it’s any comfort, at LEAST you’re in an industry that is thriving and offers you the ability to make
more money than most over the next 3 to 5 years. Others who are in retail, travel or housing, or who
depend on low-paid workers (hotels, restaurants, cleaning companies, etc.), are facing a pain that is far
greater, their opportunities nowhere as big as yours. Their agility is hampered by their own overhead,
infrastructure and the rising interest rates that will dampen consumer spending. If you need only a bottle
of Tums on your desk, as opposed to the Tums PLUS aspirin, Xanax, sleep aids and a bottle of rum to
wash it all down that many others need, you should consider yourself lucky (although it doesn’t always
feel that way).
If you are to safeguard all you’ve worked for so far, as well as rise to a new, higher
level of profitability and success, this discussion, beginning with this letter, is of truly
VITAL importance.
That is why I’ve dedicated this year’s Roadshow to what I’m calling “The Great MSP Reset.”
Candidly, this has been emerging, slowly, for some time. Covid accelerated much of what we need to talk
to you about in the 2-day event we have planned: www.ITMarketingRoadshow.com.
Two days is barely enough time to cover all the ins and outs of what’s going on and what you need to
know…all of the new things that have emerged and evolved over the last 12 months that are directly
impacting MSPs.
Please consider this your formal invitation to…
7
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Move Up,
Move Aside
Or Fall Over
As Teddy Roosevelt once said, “The best thing you can do is the right thing, the next best thing is the
wrong thing and the worst thing you can do is NOTHING.” So, choose you must…

You could choose to MOVE Up.
To hit the reset button on your service offering to ensure
it better aligns with what the marketplace is starting to – and
will continue to – demand from its IT company. You can
MOVE UP to a significantly more valuable, more profitable
client that values IT and is willing to pay for it. You could
MOVE UP to more exclusive and competent status to your
clients and marketplace, differentiating yourself from the
competition, giving you a less copyable business model and
the ability to command higher fees.
By doing these things, you can MOVE UP to a better lifestyle and income for yourself and your family.
This is a choice. I have many clients who are making these choices NOW and/or have already and are
damned glad they did. It is doable, by you, with the right information, tools and strategies we are going to
give you, starting with this Roadshow event.

You could choose to MOVE Aside.
You can try to stay where you are, as you are, as long as you
can, all while your boat starts to leak. You could wait until you
are “ready.” You could wait until the urgency builds to a point
where you absolutely MUST make these changes and your
hand is forced. You could wait until next year, thinking that
you’ll “deal with it then.” But we all know this only allows the
problems to get bigger and is a consistent pattern for failure.
Covid shutdowns put a LOT of small IT shops doing break-fix
out of business. That genocide has slowed but is not done yet.
If you stay with your current old model and do not embrace the
new requirements of advanced cyber security and compliance,
Register Now At: www.ITMarketingRoadshow.com
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you will starve with them. You will be pushed aside, forced out, by more aggressive and well-funded
MSPs, only to be a spectator to their innovation and reinvention.
If you know anything about me, you know I am not interested in working with people who are trying
to coast a few more years until retirement or to “hang on.” If your motives are purely survival, you’re
already a dead man walking. There are entrepreneurs in this industry, across the US, who are VERY
aggressive and VERY ambitious. They will clean your clock in a head-to-head competition for business in
YOUR market. It’s very hurtful to say this, but it’s the truth: if you are not willing to revise and revamp
your service offering in the way we’re going to talk about at this event, I would say you don’t deserve
their business. Your clients NEED you to make these changes for THEIR benefit. Yes, you’ll make more
money, but that’s not to take away from the value you are bringing. NO ONE ELSE is talking to your
clients about these matters, and it’s critical that YOU DO.

You could choose to Fall Over.
Just give up. Surrender. Live off the crappy customers and scraps no
one else wants. Be commoditized, keep your profits low and adjust your
lifestyle down. Some will actually choose this route. As Ted Knight
famously said when playing Judge Smails in the movie Caddyshack,
“The world needs ditch diggers too.”
But do you really want to be reduced to dumpster diving? Living on
scraps and leftovers? Is that the level of your ambition?
Nobody thinks this is going to happen to them. The flood of the
century in Houston. Planes hijacked and being driven into the Twin
Towers. Rampant shooters in malls, movie theaters and classrooms – in
small, “quiet” communities where such things “never” happen. A
pandemic shutting down the world for months!!! Something I NEVER
thought I’d see in my lifetime. The management at Borders bookstores laughed at Bezos. Blockbuster had
the opportunity to buy Netflix and scoffed at Marc Randolph, telling him to go away.
You probably think you don’t need to radically change much, if anything. Maybe you’re making more
money than you ever have. Is that your excuse? Do you feel the sun will always be shining and no winter is
coming, oh grasshopper? You’re intentionally choosing to do nothing – ignore me, ignore all the signs,
ignore every indicator I’ve outlined in this report? See how it goes? Well, pick a door, my friend, or a door
will be picked for you – and you might not like what’s on the other side.

Register Now!

www.ITMarketingRoadshow.com
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5 Critical Trends
You Must Prepare For And

URGENTLY Respond To
Trend
#1:
Trend

1:

Hyperinflation And Rising Costs.
In general, my members have shared that they are
being forced to pay their techs 18% to 22% MORE for the
same job they were doing 12 months ago or risk losing
them to a competitor. Interest rates across the board are at
11.3% at the time of writing this, and the Fed and
government are attempting a number of gyrations to try
and slow it down. EVERY vendor I’ve spoken to at our
shows is raising rates on some if not all of the products
and services they offer. PE firms are demanding their
companies raise rates NOW. One member had their Dell
sales rep call them to say they were planning a massive
price hike in the next few weeks and that he ought to order whatever he can before it happens.
To that end, EVERY MSP should have raised their rates by a solid 20% to 25% over this last year –
but many have not, or haven’t raised them enough. While there are a number of variables that go into
this, I can tell you that, on average, your per-seat price for managed services should be in the $150 to $160
range. If you are still well below that, you are very likely bleeding profits.
At the Roadshow event, we will be sharing with you how to raise your rates without losing a single
client. I’ve already had a number of members do this. In one case, Matt Kahle, Real IT Solutions, recently
took our advice and generated a $557,484 increase with existing clients by simply (and essentially)
raising his rates.
Know this: You will, at some point, be forced to raise your prices. Will you wait months to do this,
bleeding profits all the while, and then timidly and ineffectively raise them to an insufficient level, or will
you do this strategically, brilliantly, so that you have happy clients and the margins you want? Further, if
we DO hit a recession, you don’t want to be going to your clients in the middle of a major economic
downturn to ask for more money for the SAME services. NOT smart. The truth is that raising your prices
now, while everyone expects it AND is still doing relatively okay, is the best and right time to do it.
Ultimately, the choice is yours, but it seems to me that if you are struggling in this area, this alone is worth
the price of admission to the event.
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Trend #2:

Trend 2:

Higher-Value Clients Are Looking To Buy
From Larger, More Well-Established MSPs.
As you know, not all customers are created equal. All MSPs tell me
they want the client who appreciates and values IT. The one who will
take their advice and not argue that they “don’t need all of that” or
who refuses their recommendations for a much-needed upgrade,
advanced cyber protections or more robust backup. The one who HAS
an IT budget and will invest.
Problem is, those clients are the minority, not the majority – and those high-value clients (HVCs) are
getting pickier and more selective about who they award their business to. They aren’t going to choose the
small, humble IT shop that tries hard but cannot offer the depth and breadth of support and solutions a
larger MSP can – and the larger MSPs know it.
Larger MSPs (those over $10 million in revenue) are simply able to provide more sophisticated and
higher-quality, more responsive support because they have teams of people, systems, processes and
operational maturity that the smaller MSPs (particularly those under $3 million) just don’t have. They can
handle more complex cyber security and compliance needs. They can provide a broader service offering
that includes telephony and communications, application development, a managed SOC and greater
response times and coverage for after-hours support.
These larger MSPs know this and use it to their advantage when competing with smaller competitors.
That’s not to say smaller MSPs are totally screwed; there certainly are ways to compete with larger MSPs.
However, if you’re still offering the old “break-fix” services or very basic managed services that lack the
advanced cyber security protections now mandated by the insurance companies, you WILL LOSE
CLIENTS and opportunities to MSPs who are offering these.
At the Roadshow event, we’ll show you not only what you need to be offering now to just be
competitive, but also how to distinguish yourself from the majority of IT firms that stubbornly stick to
their old model of service. This requires not *just* a change in service, but a more sophisticated approach
to finding and closing ONLY those HVCs.
This is a very important critical strategy I’ll be teaching you at the Roadshow event: You don’t just
want “more” customers in volume, but to be more strategic about targeting HVCs. Not just more units of
business to do more stuff – more media, more posting, more hurry and scurry – but more revenue, profits
and progress from FEWER clients. Larger, more successful MSPs know this. They hire well-connected,
highly skilled salespeople to go get the small minority of HVCs in a market. They let the smaller MSPs be
sucked up and distracted with the looky-loos, penny-pinchers and price shoppers – and small MSPs walk
right into this trap, over and over again, because they don’t have a strategy for getting the bigger, more
valuable clients.
This is a trend that is made worse by the third trend we’re seeing…
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Trend
Trend
#3

3:

The Rise Of Well-Funded, Very
Aggressive “Super MSPs.”
For quite some time now, I’ve been talking to my
private clients and closest members about this ongoing
trend of mergers and acquisitions that is fueling what
I’ve called “Super MSPs” (you watch, I’ll get no credit
for that term, but everyone will start using it).
Some of them are my clients who have reached a
level of success that is allowing them to roll up smaller, struggling MSPs into their larger “platforms.”
Most are getting assistance from PE firms that are all too happy to pour gasoline on their fire with funding
and sophisticated, experienced executive leadership to help them grow.
Make NO mistake – they are in every market and they are going after the “S” in the SMB market, not
just the midsize companies. They are coming for YOUR customers, and you will find yourself competing
against them. Here’s the reality:
• 77% of MSPs don’t have a dedicated marketing manager or team, and 94% of MSPs don’t have a
dedicated business development employee (salesperson). The owner is either not doing any
marketing or sales development or they are “it.” There’s no way you can run an MSP and do all the
sales and marketing to compete with someone who has a small army of professional, skilled sales
and marketing staff. Even if their staff is mediocre at their job (and they aren’t), one person doing
marketing and sales “part-time” as they run the business simply cannot compete against the sheer
volume of effort. Super MSPs know this and are banking on it.
• Larger MSPs have on average 4X the money to invest into new client acquisition and often have
25% to 30% of their staff dedicated to sales and marketing. Larger MSPs can invest up to $27,000
in new client acquisition. Go back and read that number again. Another metric, shared by my friend
Gary Pica at TruMethods, was that “best in class” MSPs look to spend $8 in marketing and sales for
every $1 in MRR. So, if you secure a $1,000-per-month client, THEY can spend up to $8,000 to get
that client and not blink an eye. For many MSPs, that’s more than they can spend all year in
marketing. How can they afford to spend so much? Because they have HIGH profits on their
services and are operationally mature to maximize every client they have. Small MSPs are NOT
good at ensuring high profit margins on each client because they are underpriced (even more so
these days). They are NOT strategic about getting every client to spend more and be worth more.
They are NOT good at working the referrals and network of each client to make sure that every
client they have brings them one or two more. Larger MSPs aren’t living hand-to-mouth. They can
play the long game and wait for a client to generate a return over time because they have cash
reserves – something small MSPs do not often have.
Ryan Denehy, the CEO of Electric, is a Super MSP that has come out of nowhere but is on track to do
$70 million in ARR (annual recurring revenue). Based out of New York, Electric is quickly expanding
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across the USA, targeting small and midsize clients with the promise of lowering those clients’ IT costs by
30% to 50%. They are doing it with AI-based support, but also leveraging their economies of scale and
getting clients to agree to 3-year contracts. Their marketing is brilliant – and trust me when I say I don’t
deal out such compliments lightly. I’m actually jealous that I cannot say I created it.
This is a VERY serious competitor who you need to keep an eye on…but he’s far from the only one.
Another company in our membership, New Charter Tech, leverages the power of combined resources but
allows each MSP to still operate as an independent brand. This year alone, they’ve put out over 200 letters
of intent to bring MSPs into their tent, where they are given shared resources for accounting and
bookkeeping, HR, legal and sales and marketing. Again, a very serious competitor that could be in your
market right now without you even realizing it. Their story is that of a franchise with access to thousands
of highly skilled engineers and with solid systems, processes and financials in place.

Trend #4

Trend 4:

The Serious Labor Shortage That Is Not
Going Away.
One of the biggest reasons MSPs give me for not doing
more marketing is that they are up to their ears in work and
don’t have the staff to cover the work that needs to be done.
Their answer to that is to stop all the marketing and new
client acquisition, which is an immature, knee-jerk reaction
to a problem that should be solved in a different way. Let me
give you an example to make my point…
There’s a great restaurant near my house at the beach that is almost impossible to get into unless you
have a reservation. So, 2 to 3 months before I head down there, I make sure to get a table. However, the
last few times I’ve been there, roughly 40% of the tables were unoccupied, despite the fact that they had
zero open tables available. I pressed the waiter as to why we have to make reservations months out when
there are clearly open tables. His answer was that they don’t have the kitchen staff to handle the demands
of a full restaurant, and it’s been like that since Covid began, roughly 28 months ago. If I were the owners
of that restaurant and was forced to limit sales due to staff limitations, you can bet your bottom dollar I’d
be strategically filling the tables with ONLY my high-dollar regulars, selling memberships, prebooking
reservations while simultaneously raising my prices. He has to in order to keep pre-Covid sales and profits.
He cannot afford to have a Groupon cheapskate who just drinks water, skips appetizers and only gets
the free dessert with the coupon in his restaurant, taking away a seat from a higher-paying patron. Yet
that is exactly how so many MSP operate. They allow their cheaper, less profitable clients to suck up the
limited resources they have instead of raising their prices and/or replacing them with more lucrative
clients. THAT is one of the approaches to how you will have to handle the labor shortage.
Also, as mentioned in Trend #1, you should be raising your prices. Selling is about supply and demand
– if there’s more demand than supply, it’s the seller who has the power, not vice versa, and right now the
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SELLER (that’s you) has far more power than you realize. That is why there’s a growing demand for
co-managed IT. Many organizations have realized it’s more cost-effective and logical to outsource all or
part of their IT needs than to attempt to bring it all in-house.
The stopper for most MSPs is the embedded, hardwired, negative and limiting belief that you cannot
raise prices right now and you cannot make demands on your clients, AND the erroneous belief that it is
somehow exponentially harder to find and acquire a client who is willing to spend $10,000 per month
than the client who will only spend $1,000 per month. I hear it frequently: “Maybe others can do this, but
not me. Raising my prices and replacing my current clients with ones that are 2X, 5X or 10X my
current clients’ value is unachievable and out of my reach!”
How POOR is that thinking? I recently flew 4 of my elderly aunts to our beach home for Christmas.
They repeatedly said, “Oh, this is too nice for me!” – they said it every time I bought them something, we
went to dinner and even in the room I gave them to stay in. Is that how you want to run your business and
your life? I truly hope that’s not in your self-talk because 1) it’s not true, and 2) all it does is limit you and
your family, employees, the charities you support and others who depend on you to benefit from your hard
work. If anyone is “out of their league,” it’s ME. I’ve built a multimillion-dollar business from scratch
with no investors, no help, no degree and no support from family members. I have zero formal training in
how to run a business or do marketing and advertising. My résumé won’t allow me to get an entry-level
role at a Madison Avenue agency, but I routinely make more money than any of the suits in the big
high-rise offices. I don’t tell you that to brag (who cares?) but to underscore any feeling you have of not
being enough, not deserving, not knowing how; these are purely mental blocks you can CHOOSE to
ignore. Do NOT be your own worst enemy and disqualify yourself in any way.

Trend #5:

Trend #5:

The Growing Demand For ADVANCED
Cyber Security Solutions And
Compliance-As-A-Service For IT.
Report after industry report points to the same trend:
SMBs globally are spending more on cyber security and
are becoming MORE dependent on MSPs. However, one
trend you might not be aware of is that CEOs are getting a
lot more sophisticated (and picky) about what to look for
in an MSP. They’ve very likely been burned or severely
disappointed by a previous IT company. Many have
experienced a hack or cyber-incident while trusting an IT company to protect them. Some CEOs are being
forced to find another MSP because they’ve “outgrown” their current IT company and need to find
someone who can get and keep their IT compliant with HIPAA, CMMC, PCI, etc.
CEOs are just not willing to take the risk of hiring a less-than-competent IT firm to ensure they never
experience a devastating, extremely expensive and painful cyber event that could undo their company.

Register Now At: www.ITMarketingRoadshow.com
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Much of this is being driven by the insurance companies, who are now requiring CEOs to verify and
uphold that they are implementing adequate cyber security protocols and data recovery procedures OR
risk having their policy application declined, their renewals canceled, premiums skyrocketing and/or a
claim being denied for payment.
At the last Producers Club meeting, I asked for a show of hands by everyone who’s had a client reach
out to them for help in filling out a new insurance policy application – EVERY hand went up in the room.
Kevin O’Leary, the “mean” Shark on Shark Tank, said onstage at my event that cyber attacks were the
#1 risk he was concerned about as the CEO of his organization.
Right along with this is the need for COMPLIANCE-AS-A-SERVICE. According to Compliance
Manager, less than 20% of all MSPs offer any type of compliance-as-a-service, yet nearly all MSPs have a
large portion of their clients falling under a known compliance regulation like HIPAA or CMMC.
Further, of the ones that DO offer it, they do not offer it to all clients because they don’t feel their
customers will pay for it, or they simply lack the skills and ambition to sell it to them.
All of this is GOOD news for you, provided you do 2 critical things:

1.

Upgrade your managed services offering to INCLUDE advanced cyber protections and
compliance-as-a-service for those clients who fall under a compliance regulation. Day 2 of the
Roadshow will be all about this specific opportunity, giving you detailed information from a guy
who has been successfully packaging, pricing and delivering security solutions and
compliance-as-a-service for over 20 years now. Jon DePerro, a retired Army veteran, previously
worked for an MSP in Florida that would routinely replace incumbent IT companies over the
simple fact that they didn’t truly understand how to deliver compliant IT services. He routinely
was able to get companies to pay 6 figures just for consulting alone on how to become compliant,
and this THEN led to hundreds of thousands of dollars in remediation projects and MRR to
maintain compliance.

how to partner with your clients’ insurance providers to upgrade your clients to these
2. Learn
services and get more clients. Partnering up with your clients’ insurance providers is, quite
honestly, the single biggest marketing opportunity you have right now. I WOULD NOT DELAY
ON THIS. You want to strike while this iron is HOT before someone else gets in ahead of you.
Along with Jon, my good friend Rusty Goodwin, Executive Director of The Mid-State Group,
will explain in simple terms what’s happening with insurance carriers that you as an MSP must
know and be prepared to sell and deliver for ALL your clients (not just those who fall under
compliance) to help them.

Is there a SECRET CODE to truly capitalizing on the above? You bet.
Will you ever see it on a free webinar or a YouTube video? NOT A CHANCE. This is far too valuable to
deliver in such a manner and will only be delivered during this 2-day event.

Register Now!

www.ITMarketingRoadshow.com
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How Do These Trends Affect Your
Marketing Plan And Sales Strategy?
As a client of mine, you know I deliver specific, actionable strategies, tools and examples – not high-level
“theory” or the shiny-penny-of-the-day garbage being sold by most marketing “gurus.” You know I’ve said
repeatedly that “service marketing STARTS with the service,” and that “if the sales letter is hard to
write, the product or service is flawed.” So, before we can get to marketing to attract your highest-value
customer, we need to design a service plan that is 1) COMPETITIVE, 2) PROFITABLE, and 3)
SCALABLE.
That is why we’re going back to basics and helping you to instantly differentiate yourself by
offering services that AT THE MOMENT most MSPs are not offering – specifically, secure, compliant
IT. That is where we will begin.
There needs to be a revisiting of the basics and fundamentals of marketing. It seems to me that a large
majority of MSPs lost their marketing mojo over the last couple of years and haven’t gotten it back. They
have NOT implemented new marketing approaches and campaigns. NOT hired a sales and marketing
team to grow. NOT instituted systems and processes for lead generation and utilizing social media,
content marketing and automation as I’ve been teaching for years now. In fact, many have gotten a little
lazy with incoming projects with existing clients – pent-up demand left over from Covid shutdowns – and
have let all serious marketing efforts fall by the wayside.
That’s why at the IT Marketing
Roadshow, I’ll be revisiting a
BRAND-NEW 12-month marketing
plan based on today’s trends in both the
industry and in digital marketing. I’ll
be delivering a no-fail new -acquisition
plan that will allow you to set any goal
you like for the number of new
MRR clients you want and hit it
without guesswork.
I will also be reintroducing and reinforcing the critical importance of trust-based marketing and selling,
E.D.R. marketing – specifically educating clients as to why they need advanced security solutions more
than ever, what “good” IT is and, of course, why they should buy from you.
None of this is “new” at its core, but it will be presented in light of the new trends and opportunities
happening right now. At the Roadshow, I intend to use this as a reason to reset and refresh all of my work,
research and study over the 20+ years I’ve been helping MSPs, large and small, to get more and better
quality, higher-profit clients.

Register Now At: www.ITMarketingRoadshow.com
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No Matter What’s Trending,
This IS A Requisite For Success...
That is, having the systems and processes in place to CONSISTENTLY attract high-profit, high-value
clients. But HOW you go about this matters greatly, and more often than not I see the sales and marketing
practices of IT services firms having the opposite effect they’re hoping for, essentially WEAKENING
their position of authority, trust and expertise with new prospects, INVITING price objections, making it
MORE difficult to attract top-shelf clients and command the fees they deserve once they get the
opportunity to present their services to a viable prospect.
This routinely shows up in the form of price resistance, sales stalls, objections, ridiculous demands to
alter your service delivery and pricing, hidden agendas and “playing” you against your competition to
secure the lowest possible price. (HINT: If you position yourself correctly, ALL of this goes away since
you aren’t perceived as HAVING any serious competition.)
I’ve seen it over and over again, where 2 IT services firms with virtually identical capabilities,
credentials, training, vendors, resources, service offerings and plans, etc., could get meetings with virtually
identical prospects, and one will leave stalled, stymied and ultimately empty-handed, the other with a
signed contract. The difference is not exclusively the mechanics of their products, service delivery,
features, benefits, etc. Much of that is the same for all MSPs. It IS in their sales presentation and how they
build TRUST with the prospect, how believable they are, largely HOW THEY ARE POSITIONED going
into that appointment, which is a direct function of marketing.
However…

+

+

+

=

When you combine GREAT marketing with good sales systems, along with competitive service
offerings PLUS targeting of the right clients with the right solutions, absolute magic happens with BIG
profits and clients and MRR coming faster and easier than ever before. That is why this Roadshow event is
about RESTRUCTURING your business model, your economics AND the marketing and sales processes
you have in place to accomplish 3 major things:

1.
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Make Your Business Stronger.
In an uncertain and unpredictable economic environment like the one we’re living in, you
need to be prepared – against stronger, better-funded competitors, a looming recession and
continued inflation eating away at your margins (and savings) day by day.

Register Now At: www.ITMarketingRoadshow.com

2.

Give Your Business Or Just You A Real Competitive
Advantage.
You know how difficult it is to differentiate, develop and maintain a real, true unique
selling proposition. To be able to truthfully answer the question “Why should I do
business with YOU vs. the dozens of other MSPs within a stone’s throw of my
organization?” For a very brief period, offering advanced cyber protections and
compliance-as-a-service, and MARKETING IT CORRECTLY, you will be able to
legitimately outshine your competition, grab market share away from them AND more
easily command higher fees while your competitors scramble to catch up. Do you really
want to miss this window? To NOT have this information? The word will get out, and it’s
only a matter of time before your competitors catch up.

3.

Make Your Business Life Better Than Ever.
Less stress. Less struggle. Less anxiety over making money. Less financial weakness and
vulnerability in losing clients. The ability to attract and hire the BEST and fire the rest…to
deliver real WOW to your clients and truly minimize the risk and damages a devastating
cyber-attack would have on them. Fewer clients to hit your income goals.

Should You Join Us?
Of course, all of this is “pearls before swine” if you lack true ambition and do not want to change.
Yeah, that’s hurtful, but it doesn’t make it any less true. Save your e-mail.
My guess is that’s NOT YOU, or you wouldn’t have sought out my advice in the area of marketing to
grow your business in the first place, but it has to be said since there are a few who sneak into the ranks at
“Robin Central” who are motivated to just get a short-term quick fix and lack the genuine desire to build a
growth-oriented MSP they can successfully exit someday for a huge multiple. Doesn’t make them bad
people, but a bad fit for US and what we do around here.
I’m NOT selling a “do no work” plan or the “lazy MSP’s path to profits,” although it could be easily
argued that I save my clients a helluva lot of work.
But if you’re hungry and on fire to be more than mediocre…to be as successful as you can be and
actually earn the kind of money you know you should be earning, then it’s VERY important for you to
clear your calendar and JOIN US at this event.

Register Now!
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A Quick Note To Anyone With A
“Good Excuse” For Not Attending
George Washington Carver said, “Ninety-nine percent of the failures come from people who have the
habit of making excuses.” Quite frankly, other than a handful of real reasons for skipping this event, most
of the “reasons” people give for not going are simply rationalized excuses. Let me guess which one you
might be thinking…

Excuse #1: “I can’t afford it.”
It’s funny to me how folks don’t think twice about spending $20,000 to $100,000 on a college education
they never use or even $5,000 to $10,000 on a vacation or $80,000 on a new car that is a depreciating
expense, but cringe at investing $97 plus a little in travel to go to an event they can directly and
immediately apply to generate more wealth and success in their business.

You can’t advance in business parked on your wallet. Certainly there are
times when saying “no” is appropriate. However, there are also times when
saying “no” delivers only a very brief, apparent gain, but at a substantial
longer-term cost. It is my observation that struggling business owners say
“no” to opportunity, study, skill advancement and profitable fraternity often –
yet say “yes” to trivial matters, frittering away precious time AND money.
What one strategy will you hear that will double or triple the revenue you are generating from your
clients? What one hallway conversation will finally give you the answer to the question you’ve been
wrestling with for months? What one connection will you make that will turn itself into lifetime profits?
What key change in your thinking or approach will massively and rapidly move you closer to the results
you so desperately want? You’ll never know if you stay at home.
In this specific situation, saying “no” saves you only a sum of money unspent. The question is, will that
“savings” be kept permanently? Put to better use? Made to multiply elsewhere? Probably not. Is this a
choice between one investment and another? I doubt that too.

Excuse #2: “I’m just too busy.”
I know, I know…you’re too busy chopping wood to sharpen your axe. Unless you are making some
serious money, what could you possibly be too busy doing to distract you from your #1 most important
priority of ensuring the survival of your business against the threats I’ve outlined and to cash in on the
obvious opportunities you have at your disposal? Maybe you think you’ll be “fine.” Maybe you’re in a
small market or special situation and don’t feel you need “all of this” to succeed.
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To quote billionaire Mark Cuban, “Every day someone wakes up with the intention of kicking your
ass.” Translation: Every day MULTIPLE competitors wake up plotting and planning to STEAL your
clients from under you. What are you doing every day to improve? To protect your turf ? To put more
stability in your business? To build “emergency” funds to ensure your business wouldn’t be severely
crippled by an aggressive competitor or sudden loss of a key account or accounts? How quickly could you
replace lost revenue if needed? Will you be “too busy” to handle a crisis like that?

Excuse #3: “It’s not the RIGHT time.”
As a business owner, how can you possibly think there is only a “right” time for generating higher
profits? Attracting higher-value clients? For preparing your business for the undeniable demand to deliver
compliance and advanced cyber protections? If “now” isn’t the right time to learn all this, when is? Next
year? What’s going to so dramatically change that your calendar frees up and you have all the time in the
world for working on your business?
Truth is, most people are ENSLAVED by their business. Owned BY it, not owners OF it. They excuse
this enslavement by looking around at everyone else and saying, “That’s just the way it is,” or by being
utterly unwilling to pursue new strategies, new methods and new approaches to marketing, hiring, pricing
and selling that would free them to have it their way. Autonomy IS possible. Greater profits with
appreciative clients and a stellar team to handle it ALL is not a pipe dream. But expecting these results
without an equal investment into your own education is.
As always, I’ll work hard to ensure this is an extremely valuable, game-changing event for you, to
enable you with the tools, blueprints and CONFIDENCE you need to get more and better quality clients.
But you must register NOW or you could miss out on the city of your choice.
We WILL sell out some, if not all, locations, and at the time of writing this, we are already at 70%
of the seats claimed. We are NOT doing a virtual event on this specific show. I’ve already discovered that
virtual events delivering this level of deep content are NOT good for you, the member. I actually want this
event to have real, lasting impact on you, and the only way to do it is IN PERSON. You should know that
it would be far cheaper for me to just do a webinar series. Heck, I BUILT a virtual event platform. And
while that’s a good supplement to our shows and a fail-safe for us, you need to get out of the “hole” you
live in and join us, live, in person, to secure a true ROI for time and attention.
ACT NOW so you don’t miss it.
Dedicated to your success,

Robin Robins

Register Now At: www.ITMarketingRoadshow.com
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One Final Word On Hard Times Coming

For the last year, it feels like we’re slowly riding UP in a roller-coaster car, steadily climbing higher and
higher, knowing that this climb is going to crest at some point and potentially turn into a scary-as-hell
plummet on the other side.
Officially, we are in a recession by definition – but many are reluctant to admit it, stating that the strong
labor market will prevent it from hitting too hard. Perhaps they’re right for the second half of this year.
Perhaps it will just be mild in Q3 and Q4. Next year? I’m not so sure.
The Fed is continuing to raise rates in an effort to restrain out-of-control inflation. The government has
pumped TRILLIONS of dollars into the economy, printing money, but the only people who got rich over
the pandemic were the wealthiest individuals in our country (go search “2020 wealth transfer” and you’ll
see what I mean). The war between Russia and the Ukraine, and the sanctions issued, are continuing to
create problems, INCLUDING an uptick in cyberwarfare and supply chain problems. Putin will retaliate –
that you can bet on – and candidly, that is very concerning. The housing market is also slowing, with new
construction now dramatically outpacing demand and rising interest rates and lenders being stingier with
loans, making it tougher for people to get a mortgage. Venture capital money has been slowing down for
months, and there’s a drag in both valuations and exits for late stage deals, which is an early indication
that there is trouble ahead.
Right now, there’s a record-breaking $16 TRILLION CONSUMER DEBT BOMB waiting to go
“BOOM!!” According to Forbes, 75% of Fortune 500 CEOs said they are “bracing for a recession.”

I’m not saying everything will go to hell in a handbasket. What I am
saying is that you need to anticipate a very difficult time coming.
All successful leaders know you cannot just look at where things are today. You must be able to forecast
the future and look around corners. All great generals, coaches of winning sports teams, savvy investors
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and seasoned entrepreneurs can do this. We ALL anticipate and prepare. You don’t buy a life insurance
policy because you’re going to die tomorrow. We don’t maintain a strong military because we’re going to
war tomorrow. We don’t wear a seat belt because we’re going to get into a head-on crash today. We do it
because these things MIGHT happen…and there are warning signs of a great crash coming that you
would be foolish to ignore and not at least prepare for.
There are some people reading this who have not experienced a significant recession. They started their
business after the Great Recession back in 2007 to 2010…or a real collapse of the housing market…or
market crash. They have no idea how to operate a business in a real, lasting recession.
A bit of good news: As a business owner, you have far more control over your income than 90% of the
people walking around. YOU can make choices that can strengthen profits and increase the financial
strength of your organization. YOU can implement sales and marketing that will bring you more sales,
better clients and more recurring revenue, starting today. YOU can wake up tomorrow and give yourself a
raise – a raise that will become effective the minute YOU do (thank you, Zig). And if you know there are
weaknesses in your business – lack of sales processes and marketing systems, low profit margins, debt, an
overburdened staff with no pipeline of candidates, too many “ones,” you need to get serious about fixing
those things NOW.
You can accuse me of fearmongering and hyping all this up if you like. A little clickbait-ish. But smoke
and mirrors? Not a chance. Yes, I’m trying to be interesting and compelling. I am trying to capture your
attention and get you to WAKE UP and notice what’s happening around you. To stimulate your thoughts
and encourage ACTION. But, as the saying goes, never let your mouth write a check that your ass can’t
cash. I can back all of this up.
And if I’m wrong? Then everything you did outlined in this report, and what will be given to you at
the upcoming Roadshow, will deliver an even HIGHER ROI, strengthening your business, adding fuel to
the fire. It certainly won’t hurt you – but staying in an antiquated business model with thin margins, no
retained earnings, no recurring revenue and burdened by low-profit client base is a surefire way to be in a
world of hurt if a hard recession hits.
If you CANNOT see the wisdom in preparing and strengthening your business for INCREASED
COMPETITION and what could be a serious economic downturn by capitalizing on the “blue ocean” of
opportunities being made possible by the growing demands for outsourced IT in “regular” managed
services… as well as going upstream to sell co-managed, raising your rates and targeting a higher-value
client by delivering advanced cyber security protections and compliance-as-a-service…then please write
me and explain how I’m all wrong.
I’d like to hear your argument as to why it’s smarter to keep doing what you’ve always done, just more
of the same. You know you NEED to go the Roadshow. Get registered already.

Register Now!
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What Previous Attendees Say
About The TMT Roadshow
Not Coming To The Event Would Have Been A
Huge Mistake!
"I wanted to pass on my thanks to Robin and the whole TMT crew for running an
awesome event. I very nearly didn't come due to challenges I am currently facing in my
business (and my overseas travel), but I have absolutely no doubt I did the right thing.
Being here and having the opportunity to talk to and share wisdom with successful
entrepreneurs was worth more to me than anything. And considering the quality of the
speakers, that says a lot!"

– David Rudduck, Insane Technologies

The Roadshow Was An Amazing Event!
"I went with my sales and marketing staff, and it was great to get them all onboard,
and they got a lot of great ideas we are already implementing! The content and ideas
really helped me to solidify my cyber security solution, and the vendors were
top-notch!"

– Bill Ooms, Business System Solutions Inc.

What An Eye-Opening Experience – Just The Kick
I Needed!
"Just wanted to thank you for the amazing marketing seminar that you and your folks
put on. For me, it was an eye-opening event, and a rude awakening how I've let my
husband's business slide into a small, complacent tech boutique. I'm now starting to
'clean house' from top to bottom and will be implementing many of the great
marketing strategies. Again, thank you."

– Nadine Frush, Computer Studios, Inc.

Impressed With Your Ability To Relate To All
Business Owners!
"I wanted to reach out and compliment you and your team on this week’s seminar. I
am extremely impressed and the content was great. I started DRP Solutions in 2011
from my house as a copier sales company. Over the last ten years we have morphed
into a full service technology team with over 50 employees. Your ability to relate to
business owners of all sizes was very refreshing.”

– Mitch Cohen, DRP Solutions

Fantastic Seminar!
“I just got back from the event. It was absolutely fantastic! It was jam-packed with
actionable information, and the people I met there were terrific!"
– Joseph Imperato Sr., XSolutions Consulting Services
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